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“IBM Db2 BigSQL on Hadoop 
amplifies our ability to analyze 
the data in our data lake 
environment at an 
unprecedented scale. Combined 
with Diyotta’s native integration 
with Db2 BigSQL and 
Hortonworks HDP, we are able 
to migrate our traditional data 
warehouse ecosystem entirely 
into the modern data lake 
cutting our development time by 
75%, realizing our data lake 
objectives for business.” 

 
Saad Ahmad, Big Data Team       

SOLUTION 
AT-A-GLANCE 

 
 Hortonworks Data Platform 

(HDP) is the foundational system 
for the global enterprise data 
lake. 

 Db2 BigSQL is used to inject 
data into Hadoop and also for 
deeper analytics.  

 Diyotta is orchestrating data 
movement of large volumes 
from various global sources and 
locations.  
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Solution Architecture 

 

Challenges 
Overall, the Hadoop ecosystem offers a great value in terms of data 
storage for structured and unstructured data. However, limiting the 
organization to Hive alone requires a lot of SQL optimization as well as 
compromises in the data model due to the Hive architecture for analytical 
workloads.  As the enterprise begins to use the data warehouse and data 
marts within the data lake, the business users want to leverage traditional 
BI tools which typically use denormalized star schemas and multiple joins 
between facts and dimensions. Moreover, business users demand 
consistency in the SLA for data delivery and reporting; while IT executives 
are challenged with the impact of modernization initiatives on the 
technology ecosystem. 
 

Solution   
IBM Db2 BigSQL on Hortonworks Hadoop Data Platform can address 
these challenges. IBM Db2 BigSQL is a hybrid SQL engine delivering 
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Amplify your Hadoop Data Lake with IBM Db2 BigSQL 
Leveraging Diyotta to unleash the power of IBM Db2 BigSQL and Hortonworks Hadoop Data Platform 

Diyotta’s unique pushdown architecture and native integration with Db2 
BigSQL help data ingestion, data transformation and Spark processing for 
faster big data analytics.  The Modern Data Integration Suite offers a 
simple and easy to use data integration studio to build visual, drag and 

             
             
      

Benefits 
Ingest: Enterprises have a variety of data sources to ingest into the data 
lake. Diyotta makes it possible by providing native and JDBC connectors to 
these source systems whether legacy, standard, or modern so that data is 
ingested in the most efficient manner. With Diyotta 4.0, even streaming 
data can be ingested in real-time from Kafka, JMS, and other streaming 
sources. 
 

Transform: When it comes to transforming data using Db2 BigSQL native 
functions, or managing various operations on Hive tables including Joins, 
Merge, and Set based operations, Diyotta 4.0 provides a drag and drop 
design canvas to build these transformations with interactive data viewing 
capabilities, which can dramatically reduce development time. 
 

Provision: Multiplatform data architecture is the new norm and data is 
required to be distributed to multiple repositories in various formats. 
Diyotta enables data provisioning from the Hadoop data lake platform 
using the Db2 BigSQL interface which supports native writebacks into 
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 Diyotta enabled secured and efficient data movement globally across various countries and helped us 
accelerate the adoption of data lake environment by letting the business user consume data faster.      


